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From the research desk

Dear Valued Reader,

Our best wishes to you and your family for a 

Deepawali, the festival of lights is all set to illuminate Dalal Street with its brilliance and brightness! We firmly believe; this auspicious occasion will dazzle all investors’ with its joy!!

The 60-Minute “Mahurat” trading session — a period that is considered auspicious by the market participants starts on Thursday, October 19, 2017 at 6.30 p.m. It is widely believed 
that by making that one great purchase during the mahurat hour will result in prosperity and wealth all year round.

Well, here are 5 stocks to invest in right now. All of them are balanced investment approach, and some are familiar names with newly fabulous flight potential. All of them have a 
chance to be the best growth stocks in 2018. We recommend these value picks for investment on ‘Accumulate’ basis, which we feel have lots of value in terms of growing business, 
improving margins, better balance sheet / cash flows, etc. Investors should use this auspicious occasion of Diwali to invest in Auto ancillaries; Engineering stocks and Discretionary 
consumption stocks.

1. ACC.      2. Bajaj Auto.       3. BEML.       4. Bharat Forge.          5. Gujarat State Fertilizer Chemicals (GSFC).

Samvat 2074 shall bring us prosperity in abundance on backdrop of strong global growth of around 3.6 %( according to IMF). We suspect; India’s sluggish past 4 quarters of 
growth is also likely to get back to 7.5-9% in the coming years. We say so because, the long term impact of GST roll out is likely to be extremely positive for our economy. Inflation 
too is likely to be reduced as the cascading (tax on tax) effect of taxes would be eliminated. Cooling inflation gives more room to the Reserve Bank of India to cut rates again. The 
revenue from the taxes for the government is very likely to increase with an extended tax net, and the fiscal deficit is expected to remain under the checks.

The biggest catalyst in favor of bulls’ camp and exciting the northbound journey would be the recent surge in domestic inflows. The other key positive domestic triggers are: Rural 
economy strengthening on backdrop of good monsoon, stable crude oil prices, and infrastructure reforms. 

However, there could be some volatility, as investors will be seen grappling with a wave of lackluster corporate earnings and waning confidence, against a backdrop of the 
overbought technical conditions and growing expectation of further rate increase by the Federal Reserve. 

Agreed, volatility will be the hallmark. But, as central banks across the globe recalibrate liquidity levels, India, with its higher growth rate and least political instability will continue 
to remain in a sweet spot among other emerging markets and continue to attract global investors.

With that positive note, we again take this as an opportunity to wish all our readers a very pleasant and safe Deepavali and Prosperous Samvat 2074.

Happy Investing!!

Regards,

Your Research Team.

Happy Diwali & a Blissful New Year.

Here are stocks that will bring prosperity to your portfolio this Diwali and let’s welcome Lakshmi with our top Mahurat Picks:

Long story short: We have optimistic Nifty targets at 11,000; corresponding fair value for Sensex is at 35,000.
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PAST  PERFORMANCE:  
Dear Past, thank you for all the learning & lessons. 

Dear Future, we are ready. 

BASF 1209 1706 41% The stock hit a high of 1805. Book Profits.

EXIDE 191.10 204.95 28% Targets Achieved at 245. 

Gujarat Industries Power 91.60 125 36% Targets Achieved at 125. 
Company (GIPCL)

Nava Bharat Ventures 133.80 125.05 -7% The stock is seen consolidating. Exit.
Limited (NBVL)

Wonderla Holidays 407 369.60 -9% The stock is seen consolidating. Exit.

Stocks

Recommended 
Price 

(30th Oct. 2016)

CMP 
(13th Oct. 2017)

Returns 
(%) Remarks
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Muhurat Picks: 19th October 2017

ACC Cement 1770 2751 55% 12-15 Months

BAJAJ AUTO Auto 3171 5001 58% 15-18 Months

BEML Engineering 1721 2751 60% 6-9 Months

BHARAT FORGE Engineering 639 901 41% 6-9 Months

GSFC  Agri and 135 191 41% 9-12 Months
agri inputs

Company                 Sector          CMP as on       Target           Potential             Investment 
                                                      13th Oct 2017                               Upside                  Horizon
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TGT
2751

ACC

CMP
1770

Theme:  ACC is our preferred bet on backdrop of government’s focus on infrastructure spend, affordable housing, smart cities & lower taxation. 

We expect, high investors’ interest in the stock; as ACC-Ambuja merger to lift valuations given the long-term operational benefits from the 
proposed merger. Post-merger, the combined entity is likely to save about 10-13% in operating expenses. Improvement in realizations, 
strengthening of marketing and distribution channels also works in favour of the merger. Both ACC and Ambuja Cements are now controlled by 
Swiss-based Holcim Group, one of the most respected cement companies in the world.

The firm has pan-India presence and strong balance sheet and ACC’s compelling valuations makes it a screaming buy this Diwali.

Technical Outlook:  Brace yourselves for a break out play on monthly charts. Also enjoy the hoopla over positive divergences on 
monthly/quarterly charts. Simply jump in and buy the stock at CMP, targeting 2250 and then aggressive targets at psychological magical 2751 
mark.
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TGT
5001

Bajaj Auto Ltd.

CMP
3171

Theme: Bajaj Auto manufactures and sells scooters, motor cycles, three-wheeler vehicles, and automobile spare parts in India and 
internationally. The Company’s brands include Avenger, Pulsar, Discover, Platina, and Ninja. It also provides commercial goods and passenger 
carriers. The firm has leadership position in Commercial Vehicles – Three-Wheelers space ( 54% market share).

Bajaj Auto is one of the key beneficiaries; as the two-wheeler industry is expected to experience increase in demand amid India’s demographic 
advantage. Growing rural income across India amid this year’s good monsoon is also likely to see smart increase in two-wheeler sales. 

Bajaj Auto is India’s leading exporter of motorcycles and three-wheeler. The company derives about one-third of its revenues from the exports.  
The company exports to approximately 62 countries and enjoys a leadership position (1st or 2nd) in 20 of them. 

The Bajaj Group is amongst the top 10 business houses in India.

Technical Outlook: The stock has been a star performer since the past 2-3 months and has been aggressively putting in continually higher 
highs/lows. With new highs still racking up, being long remains the play. Establish longs at CMP, targeting 3751 and then aggressive targets at 
psychological magical 5001 mark.
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TGT
2751

BEML

CMP
1721

Theme:  BEML Ltd is a Public Sector Undertaking for the manufacture of rail coaches and spare parts and mining equipment. The company is a 
multi-technology company offering high-quality products for diverse sectors of the economy such as coal, mining, steel, limestone, power, 
irrigation, construction, road building, aviation, defence, metro and railways.

Modernization and expansion of railways and metros is likely to lead to increased growth of rail and metro segment. Tatra demand and Armored 
recovery vehicle (ARV) order commencement will improve growth prospects of the defence segment.

We expect, electrifying moves ahead for Beml as the key positive catalyst working in favor of the firm is Cabinets approval to privatize BEML. Well, 
this move could possibly change the entire dynamics of BEML.  The stock will continue to hog limelight as a big re-rating quite likely. 

Technical Outlook: We see quite a few enticing signals on the long term charts. BEML has consolidated around the 1500-1900 area, which is 
right smack in the upper-end of the 38.2% Fib levels. Add to that a bullish divergence and a rising stochastic signal and you got yourself a pretty 
neat setup. Establish long positions at CMP, targeting 2150 and then aggressive targets at 2751.
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TGT
901

BHARAT FORGE

CMP
639

Theme: Bharat Forge, the Pune-based Indian multinational and the flagship company of the Kalyani Group, is a leading global ‘Full Service 
Supplier’ of forged and machined - Powertrain & Chassis components. The Company is India’s largest exporter of auto components. With 
manufacturing facilities spread across India, Germany, Sweden, France and USA, Bharat Forge manufactures a wide range of high performance, 
highly engineered critical and safety components for automotive and industrial applications.

The future appears bright for Bharat Forge as they will use their strong platform of metallurgical knowledge, design & engineering capability and 
manufacturing prowess, to create a strong position for itself in these sectors. ‘Expanding into new horizons’ will give Bharat Forge a completely 
new growth perspective. Bharat Forge is all set to begin the transformation of the company from an auto component supplier to an engineering 
company with diverse complementary businesses in new high growth sectors like, Aerospace, Defence and Auto transmission.

Technical Outlook:  Zooming into the quarterly & yearly chart, we see the stock is signaling a breakout above its all-time-high placed at 682. A 
breakout play candidate. Establish longs at CMP; and on dips to 550-575 zones, targeting 751 and then aggressive targets at 901+.
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TGT
191

Gujarat State Fertilizers & Chemicals (GSFC)

CMP
135

Theme: GSFC is a mid-cap fertiliser company, promoted by the Gujarat government in 1962 and operates primarily in two segments: Fertilizer 
Products and Industrial Products. Its fertilizer products include urea, ammonium sulphate, di-ammonium phosphate, ammonium phosphate 
sulphate, nitrogen phosphorus and potassium (NPK) and traded fertilizer products. GSFC Industrial Products include caprolactam, nylon-6, nylon 
filament yarn, nylon chips, melamine, polymer products and traded industrial products. Manufacturing facilities of the Company are located at 
Vadodara, Surat and Jamnagar in Gujarat.

The firm is likely to report decent numbers on backdrop of good monsoon, and the resultant increase in fertiliser demand.

Technical Outlook:  A potential ascending triangle action! The stock is making higher lows on the daily chart, and is fast approaching its 
resistance area at 151 (it’s all time high). We are sure, the scrilla bulls will dominate price action!!! Stochastic is currently on the bulls' side. Simply 
buy at CMP, targeting 165 and then aggressive targets at 191.
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DISCLAIMER: This is solely for information of clients of Saaketa Consultants Ltd and does not construe to be an investment advice. It is also not intended as an offer 
or solicitation for the purchase and sale of any financial instruments. Any action taken by you on the basis of the information contained herein is your responsibility 
alone and Saaketa Consultants Ltd its subsidiaries or its employees or associates will not be liable in any manner for the consequences of such action taken by you. We 
have exercised due diligence in checking the correctness and authenticity of the information contained in this recommendation, but Saaketa Consultants Ltd or any of 
its subsidiaries or associates or employees shall not be in any way responsible for any loss or damage that may arise to any person from any inadvertent error in the 
information contained in this recommendation or any action taken on basis of this information.

Technical analysis studies market psychology, price patterns and volume levels. It is used to forecast future price and market movements. Technical analysis is 
complementary to fundamental analysis and news sources. The recommendations issued herewith might be contrary to recommendations issued by Saaketa 
Consultants Ltd in the company research undertaken as the recommendations stated in this report is derived purely from technical analysis. Saaketa Consultants Ltd 
has based this document on information obtained from sources it believes to be reliable but which it has not independently verified; Saaketa Consultants Ltd makes no 
guarantee, representation or warranty and accepts no responsibility or liability as to its accuracy or completeness. The opinions contained within the report are based 
upon publicly available information at the time of publication and are subject to change without notice. The information and any disclosures provided herein are in 
summary form and have been prepared for informational purposes. The recommendations and suggested price levels are intended purely for trading purposes. The 
recommendations are valid for the day of the report however trading trends and volumes might vary substantially on an intraday basis and the recommendations may 
be subject to change. The information and any disclosures provided herein may be considered confidential. Any use, distribution, modification, copying, forwarding or 
disclosure by any person is strictly prohibited. The information and any disclosures provided herein do not constitute a solicitation or offer to purchase or sell any 
security or other financial product or instrument. The current performance may be unaudited. Past performance does not guarantee future returns. There can be no 
assurance that investments will achieve any targeted rates of return, and there is no guarantee against the loss of your entire investment.

POTENTIAL CONFLICT OF INTEREST DISCLOSURE (as on date of report)
Disclosure of interest statement –    • Analyst interest of the stock /Instrument(s): - No.      • Firm interest of the stock / Instrument (s): - No.

Registered & Administrative Office :

D. No 3-4-616/12nd floor, Narayanguda, Hyderabad – 500 029 

Tel: 040-27658107  •  Fax : 040-66364010  •  Email: info@saaketa.com
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